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THE BERNIER AFFAIR

Bernier poised to speak on liaison with Couillard
Statement expected by next week

DANIEL LEBLANC
JUNE 20, 2008

OTTAWA -- Former foreign affairs minister Maxime Bernier is scheduled to break his
silence next week and start addressing the "crucial questions" flowing from the MP's
politically disastrous relationship with a woman with ties to biker gangs, sources said.

Mr. Bernier has booked space in a hotel in St-Georges-de-Beauce, in his riding south of
Quebec City, where he is expected to explain when he learned of Julie Couillard's past ties to
bikers and how his confidential government papers could have ended up in her hands.

But sources said he will be guarded in his comments and has no intention of answering
questions from reporters. He also will not respond to the more tabloid-like elements of the
scandal.

Still, Mr. Bernier's speech, scheduled for Wednesday, will acknowledge there are issues of
public interest in a story that was initially dismissed by the Conservative government as
"nobody's business."
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Mr. Bernier made a terse statement in the House of Commons in early May, and during a
radio interview in his riding in which he refused to discuss the documents or his private life.
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A source said Mr. Bernier will directly address his electors - known as "les Beaucerons" - as
he reviews his political career, including his problem-plagued tenure as minister of foreign
affairs. "He will address the most crucial questions that are on people's minds," said the
source, speaking on the condition of anonymity.

Mr. Bernier will not respond to some of the statements Ms. Couillard made last month in an
interview on the TVA network or with the magazine 7 Jours, in which she said that Mr.
Bernier "never loved" her.

Another source said it was premature to discuss the exact content of Mr. Bernier's scheduled
speech, although Mr. Bernier vowed in his radio interview that he wanted to come clean with
his electors in due course.

"You can take my word," he said on CHEQ FM. "At the appropriate time, I will speak
directly to the Beaucerons and we will have the time to talk about this amongst ourselves."

Mr. Bernier has vowed to run in the next election, after his massive 2006 victory in the
riding that used to be represented by his father, Gilles Bernier.

Sources have told The Globe and Mail that Mr. Bernier doesn't remember reading the
documents at her home and can't explain how Ms. Couillard got her hands on them.
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